However the writer hopes to obtain a more penetrating analysis of this subject soon. The writer will also consider the more general question of obtaining an f(x) the substitution of which will make nullifying not only one but a set of F's.
Definition of a G 8 . Let us divide evenly the unit square of the plane in squares of side 1/2 8 . The coordinates of the vertices of these squares are dyadic rational, that is, of the form a/2 8 for some integer a. Two squares are said to be in the same column if they have the same projection on the x axis. A set of such squares with one and only one (closed) square in each column will be termed 3 a G 8 .
Notation.
If le is the line through the origin with inclination 0 and P is any point of the plane, we shall denote by Te(P) the projection of P onto U. If 5 is a set of points, we denote by Te(S) the projection of 5 onto le. The linear measure of a linear set S we denote by /n(S).
LEMMA 1. Let m be such that O^ra^l. Let e>0 and a G 9 be given. Let a be such that 7r/2^a^7r/4 and cot a = m. Then we can find a G 8 +t c G s such that for 0 S 0 ^TT/2, /IMC+O) S (1 + w 2 ) 1/2 sin | 6 -a | + e.
PROOF. Let us consider a square B of G 8 . Then it is possible to take a line Z
(1) of slope -m, such that for every x in the projection of B on the x axis, we have a point (x, 3/) in B and on / (1) . Let / (1) intersect the left-hand side of B at PB and the right-hand side at QJS.
Let us divide B into squares of side 1/2 8+t . Now it is readily seen that for each column of smaller squares in B there is at least one square with an interior point on Z (1) . (If m = 0, this is not true, but then we can substitute for "interior point," "interior point or point on the upper side.") Define G 8+t so as to contain for each column the lowest such square.
We also take a square of side 1/2 s+t , whose upper right-hand vertex is at P B > We denote the lower left-hand end point of this square by PB . Similarly we take a square of side 1/2 s+t whose lower left-hand vertex is ÇB, and we denote the upper right-hand vertex by QB .
We are going to consider ire{G a+t ) and we let < and ^ refer to the order of the points on U, the direction of the greater being to the right of the smaller.
We shall show that if P t G 8+t , and 0^0^cx, then 7r d (P B ') ^T $ {P).
For PB {xi , yi ) is the lower left-hand vertex of a square whose upper right-hand vertex alone is on / (1) . Now every square C of G 8 +t contains an interior point which is on /
(1) (if w = 0, confer above). Thus if /
(1)/ is parallel to Z (1) and through Pi, every point P (x, y) of G s+t is above or on /
(1)/ . Furthermore x>xi . Let P' (x', y') be the intersection of /
(1) ' and the line through P parallel to the y axis. P is above P' and hence TQ{P) ^Te(P'). On the other hand x' = x >xi . Let / denote the line through Pi perpendicular to 1$. The slope of J is more strongly negative than that of / (1) . Consider h+r/2, the line through the origin perpendicular to k. According to a formula of elementary analytic geometry, the directed distance of any point P (x, y) to le+ic/2 is x cos 9+y sin 0, the directed distance being positive if {x 1 y) is to the right of /Ö+TT/2 and negative to the left. This directed distance is not changed if we project P onto k, and so x cos 0+y sin 0 represents also the directed distance of Td(P) from h+r/2, or since k is perpendicular to le+v/2, from the origin O along 1$. If / is taken large enough so that 1/2 1~2 < e, the final results of the preceding two paragraphs are sufficient to prove our lemma. (i) which contains a point (Xj y) in I?. This can be used to show that for each column of smaller squares in B> there is at least one smaller square which contains a point on some l (i) and interior to B. Define G a+t so as to contain the lowest such square in each column.
For each i, let us consider those squares of G 8+t which contain points of / (i) . An argument similar to that used in Lemma 1 will show that the projection of this part of G 8 + t on U has measure not greater than (length of W-B) sin | 6 -a\ + l/2*+'-2 . 
Since there are 2 s such squares B, we have
We can take / sufficiently large to obtain our result. This result is interesting only in the range O<0<2a, for outside this range other methods give more effective inequalities.
The argument of Lemmas 1 and 2 can be modified to apply to the case in which m is negative, with the following result. and to the second expression for 77^0^0:1. Hence F(rj) is the maximum value of F(0) for the given range of 0.
Expanding sin (77 -a 2 ) and sin (cei -77), using the definition of ai, collecting terms in sin 77 and cos 77 and dividing by cos 77 yields tan 77 = 2/(nti + ni 2 ). Now, as we have pointed out in the proof of Lemma 1, for any point P {Xy y), x cos d+y sin 6 is the directed distance of 7TÖ(P) along le from the origin. Using Lemmas 6, 7, and 8, we obtain that for 7r/2è0>OorO>0>-7r/2, 0 = ix(ir e (G)) = n({x cos 6 + y sin 0; (x, y) zG}) = fi({x cos (9 + ƒ<» sin 0; 0 g x ^ l}) = I sin0| /x({#cot0+ ƒ(»; 0 ^ % ^ l}).
Letting p = cot 0 we obtain that for every value of p, /*({ƒ(*) +px;Og^l}) = 0.
Since ƒ(#) is the limit of step functions, it is measurable, and we have proved the following theorem.
THEOREM. There exists a measurable function f(x) defined for 0 ^ x ^ 1, such that for every value of p, f{x) +px is nullifying.
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